Job Opportunity: WSP Baltimore

David N. Myers <dnmyers@umd.edu>  
To: Larcalumn <larcalumn@umd.edu>  
Bcc: larcundergrad@umd.edu  
Thu, Nov 11, 2021 at 11:03 AM

Job Opportunities in Landscape Architecture: KIMMEL STUDIO ARCHITECTS

Send Resume and Portfolio to: info@kimmelstudio.com

Landscape Architect

The candidate will work directly under the firm's principal and have the opportunity to run and manage landscape projects from conception through construction. Projects range from historic gardens (HALS), residential gardens, waterfront gardens, institutional landscapes, commercial landscapes, and master planning.

SKILLS / EXPERIENCE

• 2-15 years of experience.
• Proficiency in AutoCAD is required.
• Proficiency SketchUp, Adobe Creative Suite, 3D Max is a plus.
• Excellent communication and writing skills.
• Self-starter, with the ability to work independently.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

• Cover letter
• Resume
• Sample of work

ABOUT KIMMEL STUDIO ARCHITECTS

Kimmel Studio Architects is high-energy, positive, and heavily design focused. It is an architecture and landscape architecture firm that does not divide buildings and gardens but, designs them in harmony.

Kimmel Studio Architects is an equal opportunity employer. All applicants will be considered for employment without attention to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, veteran or disability status.

Job Type: Full-time

Architectural Designer

Kimmel Studio Architects is an award-winning architecture firm based in Annapolis, Maryland. The Studio is seeking a highly energetic, self-motivated, and detail-oriented Project Architect/Architectural Designer I or II in our rapidly growing office. The position will work under the supervision of a senior architect on all aspects of project delivery and provides expansive exposure to the multi-faceted field of architecture, as well as key skills in coordinating with engineering disciplines.

QUALIFICATIONS

• Bachelor of Architecture or Master of Architecture REQUIRED
• 5-8 years of experience, high-end residential experience is a plus
• Understanding of building codes and construction documentation
• Proficiency in Revit or Autocad required. Proficiency in Sketchup is a plus.

• Excellent communication and writing skills.
• Self-starter, with the ability to work independently.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Apply and upload the following:
• Cover letter
• Resume
• Sample of work
**Interior Designer**

Kimmel Studio Architects is looking for an experienced, artful Sr. Interior Designer to undertake a variety of high-end design projects. You will lead design from conceptual development through completion and liaise with clients to expertly manage all interior design projects and exceed client expectations. The Sr. Interior Designer will report to the Project Manager on tasks and deliverables and work efficiently with him/her to ensure the facilitation of a project’s completion; on-time, on/under budget, and meets Kimmel Studio Architect’s quality standards.

**Requirements:**

- BS or M degree in Interior Design or similar architectural degree.
- 8 + years experience with high-end design space.
- Proficient in Revit, SketchUp, Indesign, and other design programs.
- Assumes total responsibility for design, specification, and management of projects.
- Excellent portfolio of previous works.
- Creative talent, imagination, and eye for design.
- Demonstrates expert knowledge of design trends and appropriate product applications.
- Expertise in layout, color, lighting, materials selection, custom furniture, and installations.
- Excellent communication and presentation skills.
- Integrates changes smoothly. Prioritizes tasks efficiently to achieve goals and deadlines.
- Manages client relationships by meeting and exceeding client expectations.
- Has proven capability to troubleshoot problems on-site and make quality recommendations to correct and move the project forward without compromising design intent.
- Ability to hand sketch solutions on-site that take into consideration all the areas that will be impacted by changes applying sound critical thinking skills.
- Maintains Kimmel Studio Architects’ interiors library.

Email: info@kimmelstudio.com